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They won’t tell you that this is being done, {*} They lack the necessary equity injecbut here are some of the facts:
tion and are seeking a partner.
{*} Their interest rate and loan duration
are not competitive with the marketplace.
Anthony M. Gramza

{*} They prefer not to lend on that type of
property. It’s not “our cup of tea”!

{*} The proposed project has great potential, but lack the financials wherewithal to
move forward.
{*} They are seeking a 100% loan.

{*} Client will need 30% down payment or {*} We will not consider the client’s proequity before consideration of your appli- posed equity position, even though the
cation.
client can purchase a land site at 50% of
its current sales price or valuation.
{*} We will not take an equity position.
{*} They have a great proposal, but lack
{*} We have had a recent change in our
even the minimal liquidity to cover nomilending policies, and we don’t feel we can nal retainers and lenders due diligence
be competitive.
expenses.

W

ell, almost two years have gone by
since we started to see a recovery
in the financial marketplace, especially
with the stock market. Our direction in
this article really deals with our industry,
being commercial real estate mortgage
loans and other forms of financing to
assist those clients seeking dollars to start,
Whatever their reasons may be, we profes- { } In other words, I have a great project
complete, or refinance the world in front
*
sional commercial mortgage brokers have and
of them.
plans, but I don’t have any liquidhad to seek other avenues of financing,

$$$

$$$

O’ INSTITUTIONAL

LENDERS,
Where Art Thou?
$$$

$$$
In our opinion, we have seen a real
absence of financing offers from the local
and nationwide institutional lenders. From
all that we can gather, they all prefer to
increase their liquidity positions to satisfy
the Federal government and its agencies.
With all of the fairly new regulations that
have been passed, many of these institutions are concerned or afraid of potential
criticism from the agencies and not meeting the new standards.

which in some cases is “out of the box”,
and in some cases looked upon as being
“not feasible”. Like it or not, we have had
to examine all aspects of financing, and if
considered a possibility, provide the proposal to our client/s. We have experienced
the following situations with clients since
the beginning of the year:
{*} They have a project that carries some
type of stigma.

ity, so therefore I need 100%+ financing.
“Dream along with me”!
So what is a client/possible borrower to
do? The next article deals with some alternative forms of financing and the type of
lenders willing to consider the potential
risk. In any form of lending, “there is
always some risk”.
–amg –
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> Equity Investment Banker: An experienced
condominium developer needed for his project ( third phase), an equity/development loan
for a maximum three year period, with the
investor securing a 50% ownership (profit),
and payoff as each unit is sold. Note: at the
time of application, client had interested parties for 30% of the units. Lender/Investor rate
at 50% of the profit on each sale. This lender
is also considering the loan request from the
beverage firm.

ity in start-up costs, 100% financing with
equity position is being requested and offered.
As we have proceeded through this year, we
find more inquiries for financing of not only
typical commercial real estate projects, but
requests to secure financing for businesses
and operations that do not encompass actual
real estate. It may be a business that will produce a product or service that may enhance
the operation of other businesses or provide
a product that will be enjoyed by the general
public as a whole.
Several examples:
> A proposed theme park that seeks an equity
investor for 3-5 years who will provide equity
up to 20% since the client can only establish
10% and the lender is only willing to commit
to a 70% LTV. The client has offered a 25%
equity position in the transaction with an
option to repurchase at the end of the established holding period.
> A beverage firm currently operating on
a very limited basis that has an approved
formula for several types of drinks, and has
a potential contract with a major worldwide
firm for eventual purchase and distribution.
Because they have depleted all their liquid-

> An experienced developer who during the
past year, had some over-runs in his construction operation. He covered all his costs, and
did sell all his units even with accepting a
shortfall or breakeven status. He now has
an opportunity to purchase a project that is
30-40% completed to date for $750,000, and
with an official government appraisal of that
property at $1,300,000. If he can purchase
the project, he will have established an immediate 55% equity position. Can he obtain a
loan of $2,900,000 which represents 100% of
the cost and possibility produce an end profit
for an equity investor and himself of almost
$1,500,000?
Several Lender Types:
> Mortgage Banker: will only commit up to
a 70-75% LTV, but does have equity investors who will provide the additional down
payment (equity). Example: the theme park
owner received a commitment for 65% LTV
from the lender, a 25% injection from the
equity partner, and 10% of their own funds
plus minimum lender due diligence expenses.
Lender rate @ 6%, equity investor @8% +
participation.

> Platform Trader: International client seeks
a construction loan for the fourth phase of his
condominium project. A Platform Trading
Broker secured a $250,000 investment from
the client and is being held in a mutually
accepted bank. Platform trading and the
initial investment of $250,000 occurs and can
multiple on a daily basis. If successful, the
clients need for the $15,000,000 investment
can be secured within a 6-8 month period.
> Hedge Funds: An accredited learning
institution that will meet the needs of a
developing multicultural society, is seeking
an expansion loan of $25,000,000. Current
valuation at $10,000,000 with an estimated
valuation at the completion of all their expansion and acquisition of $40,000,000 +. The
Hedge Fund, if the loan is approved with take
a percentage of the profits as agreed to prior
to actual funding of the loan.
Without doubt, funds for all forms of investment are plentiful in the marketplace. Rates
and terms are very acceptable and it is the
professional and licensed commercial mortgage broker who can provide you with the
financing you require. Is your broker working
for you?

AMG COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE GROUP
ADDS TWO FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
Two Senior Financial Consultants have
join forces with AMG Commercial Mortgage Goup. Mr. Martin I. Anderson of
Denton Texas will represent the Southern region and Mr. James J. Livingston
of King, North Carolina the Northeastern
region of the United States.
Both men have accumulated better
than forty (40) years each in the finan-

cial world of banking, private mortgage
insurance and real estate brokerage.
Mr. Anderson can be reach at (972)
672-2662 and Mr. Livingston at (941)
284-1900. Both will assist Mr. Gramza in
obtaining financing for both the domestic as well as the international marketplace.
We welcome them both.
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SPECIAL NO T E:
1) We have been contacted by a
major investment group to locate
“for purchase” any existing hospital,
nursing home, assisted living facility,
or senior living facility, either open
or closed at the present time and
regardless if the facility was foreclosed upon. Purchaser will consider
only the states of New York, New
Jersey, or Connecticut.
2) A major lending group is seeking investors who will participate in
future real estate loans on an “Equity
Partner” basis. Amounts and percentage of ownership and profits to
be determined in advance between
the lender and equity partner.
Direct inquiries to AMG Commercial
Mortgage Group at:

One More Time...
Sometimes, what you expect–
you do not get! Has that happened to you?
Whether it has happen in your normal business operations or in dealing with a purported loan broker, caution is the word.
Over these twenty five (25) years in commercial mortgage brokerage, I wish I can
say that I’ve heard them all, but every once
in a while a new horror story comes to light.
And when that happens, I always ask the
same questions:
$ Client—did you check out the individual who purported to be a broker or qualified agent?
$ Did you request past client and lender
referrals?
$ Have you checked out their credentials,
and are they willing to supply them to you?
$ Is your broker or agent required to be
licensed to do business?
$ Is your broker or agent working directly
with the lender, or are they “on the daisy
train”?

individual or firm, and the case where many
dollars were paid and nothing to show for it
after months of delay after delay, I always
ask “did you check out these people, and did
you ask for what I related in the previous
paragraph”? If you didn’t…why not?

“I always ask ‘did
you check out these
people...’? If you
didn’t…why not?”
Our firm works as follows:
$ Tell us the whole story.
$ In moving forward, we secure an Executive Summary or Business Plan, current
financials, client resumes, and completion of
2 “in–office” forms.
$ Once reviewed and underwritten, we
review with our potential lender to seek
their interest.

$ Have you compared their services and
fees to other broker firms?

$ If interest is received, we notify in
writing to the client, the initial terms and
conditions

When I am confronted by a client with
their horror story, past dealings with an

$ Once the terms are accepted, client is
required to execute our mortgage placement

email: amgramza@amgcmb.com
ph: (585) 766-9540

agreement with the agreed upon retainer
and commission. The refundable retainer is
paid on execution of the agreement and the
commission at time of legal closing.
$ Our retainer and commission is not
extravagant and is in line with our perceived risk, time, effort, size of the loan and
competition.
$ We do not work for free, and since
we have no guarantee that we will receive
our commission, or that the client is not
truthful, or that they will cancel out of the
offer prior to final commitment, the retainer
covers our out of pocket expenses including potential travel and other miscellaneous
expenses during the period of time from
the beginning of the relationship to the final
closing of the loan.
$ If you find someone with the same
credentials who will work for less and without any retainer, then I say—“grab them”.
Remember, you get what you pay for!
Our firm is always available to answer
and questions and concerns. We value your
business and hope we can assist any existing past or present clients in your financing
needs. Good Shopping.

898 Ridge Road :: 39B
Webster, NY 14580-2556
phone:: (585) 787.4310
cell:: (585) 766.9540
e-mail:: amgramza@amgcmb.com
web site:: www.amgcmb.com
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FUNDING AVAILABLE
$ Bridge loans

CURRENT RATES (7/1/15)

$ Blanket Mortgages

Prime................................3.25%

$ Multi-family

30 Day Liber.................0.191%

$ Asset Based

5 Yr. T..............................1.59%

$ Construction loans

10 Yr. T............................2.41%

$ Three (3) year terms

30 Yr. T............................3.18%

> AMG New Consultants

$ Loans —$100,000 to

15 yr. long term..........5.50%

> One More Time

$10,000,000

30 yr. long term..........6.00% to 6.75%
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PLEASE TAKE NOTE ::

www.amgcmb.com

Call for more details!
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